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PTC Records:Joe Masih continues to groom this document package in preparation for transfer to NARA. Eric 

Scheinkopf has been of great assistance in retrieving additional items needed from PTC microfilm at CMH. 

Progress denoted below:-16 of 17 CIA documents have been recovered from PTC microfilm; Michelle will 

search SCIF for the 17 documents Tim passed to Mary McAuliffe--if not found, I will call Mary and ask whether 

she passed same to HRG.-Army and U.S. Air Attache documents (for which we had RIFs but no documents) 

were also retrieved from PTC microfilm at CMH.-Today Joe Masih passed to Michelle 6 DOS-originated telexes 

from the PTC microfilm which she has agreed to pass to Nina Noring for DOS review and anticipated 

subsequent release.-Corrected RIFs have all been printed (except for the 17 CIA RIFS). Operation Big Lift: Joe 

Masih is in the process of finding and attaching supporting documents to this as-yet uncompleted 

report.Califano Papers:Joe has "tickled" Ed Arnold at Dept. of the Army about our letter to Linda Dean 

requesting that Randy Rakers visit us for a 2-3 day review and declassification session; since we sent our letter, 

the previous compliance official, Linda Dean, has been replaced (on paper) by a Col. Moore. Right now we are 

pursuing this through our working P.O.C., Ed Arnold. The revised dates we are shooting for on the 

declassification session are: 14-16 May, or 21-23 May. Once Randy Rakers signs on to a date, Chris will contact 

Will Kammer at the office of the Joint Staff, and he will join this initial, first-step declassification effort and 

review the tabbed folders in the 40 boxes of JCS papers, while Rakers concurrently reviews the Califano 

papers. In theory, their joint presence at ARRB will enhance the concurrent review efforts on the two sets of 

essentially Army records.IRR Referrals to FBI:Joe has discussed with Debbie Beatty of the FBI the long-

outstanding referrals from the IRR HSCA Sequestered Collection which IRR referred to the FBI some time ago. 

Joe promised to prepare a list for her of items previously referred to FBI but not yet acted on; she promised to 

expedite upon receipt of the tickler list.Clemard Joseph Charles Papers:Mr. Bert Hagget (of the Army DCSI's 

office), as previously agreed upon, has obtained a copy of this file from IRR, and has reviewed it. Joe and I will 

meet with him at 10:00 Wednesday, April 30 at the Pentagon and perform our final review, designating which 

documents are assassination records. Mr. Hagget does not believe that there is any information which the 

Army will want to withhold, but he is aware of third agency equities, and we do anticipate that after we flag 

which documents are assassination records, he will have third agency referrals to follow-through 

on.NSA:During last week's Board Meeting, Christopher presented to the Board 7 SCI documents (out of an 

original group of 85 documents) which NSA wanted reconsidered. The Board approved the requested 

postponements which were the cause of the reconsideration. (I believe the Board also approved the 
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